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W h at i s TR ON?
TRON is an ambitious project dedicated to building the infrastructure

for a truly decentralized Internet. The TRON Protocol, one of the largest
blockchain based operating systems in the world, oﬀers scalable,

high-availability and high-throughput support that underlies all the
decentralized applications in the TRON ecosystem.

Key Features

High Throughput

High calculation performance nodes are selected as network witnesses and thus high throughput is achieved by improving
the TPS in TRON, which has surpassed Bitcoin and Ethereum, to a daily-use practical degree.

Scalability

Applications are given a wider variety of ways to be deployed in TRON because of its scalability and highly eﬀective smart

contract. A combination of excellent database structure and account system simpliﬁes the actualization issues of complex
design and model. TRON is also totally developer- friendly, achieves a high TPS, as well as supporting enormous numbers
of users. Wide-spread applications, existing websites and operating services are able to be transferred to TRON, which
make living model improved and competitive.v

Highly Reliable

TRON is keen on building a decentralized consensus mechanism. More reliable network structure, user asset and intrinsic

value come with a higher degree of decentralization. Meanwhile, the consensus mechanism of TRON can save enormously
energy comparing to POW.

Key Features

Low Cost

TRON adopts a design with low calculation cost and then makes it more expandable and more commercially suitable.

User-friendly

TRON team are dedicated to build utility blockchain product by fully understanding users’needs and expectations.

Core Design

Unique Consensus
Under TRON’s improved POS consensus, several voted nodes, which share same rights and deployed
by global users themselves, cooperate to accomplish calculation tasks.

High-performance, decentralized distributed nodes are spontaneously chosen by holders who take
their interests into serious consideration.

Smart Contract with High Eﬃciency
It will be actualized in the following ways:

TRON enables JAVA development—a programming language that owns mature development communities, supports multi-scene and also is highly eﬀective.
High eﬃciency consensus mechanism .

TRON embraces excellent database structure and account system to help in conversion from complex
models into utility applications.

The Future of TRON
We aim to build a TRON ecosystem that everyone can participate in and beneﬁt from it.
Users can reduce costs, improve convenience of life and gain fortune by using various dAPPs deployed in TRON.
Developers has a startlingly vast range of rights, including deploying dApp on TRON net, expanding business and carrying forward
their own belief and value.
Network witness outlines support for TRON and gains abundant returns.

Everyone will devote their energy to the construction and prosperity of TRON ecosystem and be rewarded from it, regardless of
users, developers or TRON network witnesses.

